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www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
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acordonarán
They cordoned - refers to the expression: barricade with a cord or people, a given area -

acordonaremos
cordony-refers to the expression : we will fence with a cordon or people, a certain area-

acordonaré
acordonaré-refers to the expression: I will eny with a cord or people, a certain area-

acordonaría
It acordonaría - it refers to the expression: cercaría with a cord or people, a given area -

acordonarían
Acordonarían-refers to the expression: they would fence with a cordon or people, a certain zone-

acores
the appcores-refers to the expression : coast very inclined or cut vertically to the surface of the sea-

acoresis
acoresis-refers to the expression : reduction of the ability to contain fluids, of certain organs of the body-

acoridio
acoridio-refers to the expression : plant whose flowers are dioecious and the trivalvo-

acorina
acorina-refers to the expression : bitter principle obtained from the rhizome of the acoro, aroid-

acoris
acoris-refers to the expression : very rare species of blue coral-

acorínea
acorine-refers to the expression : aroid plant of ribbon-shaped leaves, yellow flowers and branched rhizomes-

acormoso
acormoso-refers to the expression : flowers and leaves that immediately sprout from the root-

acormus
acormus-refers to the expression : exceptional monster that is a mass with the appearance and structure of a head,
which lacks heart-



acornados
cordoned-belonging to the expression : animal that wears horns of another enamel than the rest of the body. -

acornar
acornar - refers to the Gore expresiondar, acornear-

acornear
acornear - refers to the Gore expresiondar, acornar, corneal-

acornearon
They acornearon - refers to the Gore expresiondieron, they acornaron-

acornó
It acornó - it refers to the expression: it gave Gore, it acorneó -

acoroiris
acoroiris- refers to an ancient tribe of aborigines who had their habitat in Sinaloa, Mexico. 

acorón
accordion-plant of medicinal properties known as "bee pepper"-

acorrala
corner - refers to the expression: locks up someone within narrow limits, preventing his escape -

acorralaban
They ironies - refers to the expression: confined to someone within narrow limits, preventing his escape -

acorraladura
cornering refers to the expression: cornering, action and cornering effect

acorralamiento
cornering-refers to the expression: action and effect of cornering or cornering

acorralan
They Corral - refers to the expression: enclose someone within narrow limits, preventing his escape -

acorralar
corner - refers to the expression: mislead a person, leave it out -

acorralará
It acorralará - it refers to the expression: shut up someone within narrow limits, preventing his escape -



acorralarán
They acorralarán - refers to the expression: trap someone within narrow limits, preventing his escape -

acorralaremos
we will corner-refers to the expression: we will lock someone within narrow boundaries, preventing their escape

acorralarían
They acorralarían - refers to the expression: close to someone within narrow limits, preventing his escape -

acorralé
I acorralé - refers to the expression: shut up someone within narrow limits, preventing his escape -

acorraló
It cornered - it refers to the expression: locked someone within narrow limits, preventing his escape -

acorredores
to find the expression : scoorist, who comes in case of help to someone

acorren
arun-refers to the expression : runoff, favor someone

acorrer
the term: to meet a need, to help

acorrerán
refer to the expression: they will help, they will favour someone

acorrimientos
landings belonging to the expression: relief, shelter, asylum

acorrucan
They acorrucan - refers to the expression: they shrink to take shelter from the cold or otherwise, they huddle -

acorrucarán
acorrucarn refers to the expression: they shall shrink to protect themselves from the cold or other motif, snuggling

acorrucarse
acorrucar-refers to the expression: shrinking for shelter from the cold or otherwise - l

acorta
shortens - refers to the expression: reduces the quantity, length or duration of something -



acortaba
he shortened - refers to the expression: decreasing the length, duration or quantity of something -

acortaban
shortened-refers to the expression: they reduced the amount, length or duration of algo-

acortan
shorten - refers to the expression: reduce the quantity, length or duration of something -

acortar
shorten - refers to the expression: shrinking the horse -

acortarían
shorten-refer to the expression: they would reduce the quantity, length or duration of something-

acortó
shortened - refers to the expression: decreased the amount, length, or duration of something -

acos
Acos-refers to the expression : district of the republic of Peru-

acosadamente
be harassed refers to the expression: with harassment

acosadores
stalkers-belonging to the expression: that harass-

acosan
they harass - refers to the expression: pursue without giving Truce to person or animal -

acosar
harass - refers to the expression: bother with work or discomfort - people who do not work for the company, may not
harass employees for any purpose -

acosarán
They side - it refers to the expression: be pursued without giving Truce to person or animal -

acosarían
They acosarían - refers to the expression: animists without giving Truce to person or animal -

acosaron
harassed - refers to the expression: pursued without truce or rest, an animal or a person



acosija
accuses lawmakers of reforms to the planned regime

acosijaba
harassed-accused lawmakers of reforms to the planned regime

acosijabais
acosijabais-accused legislators of reforms to the planned regime

acosijaban
accused lawmakers of reforms to the planned regime

acosijabas
harassed-accused lawmakers of reforms to the planned regime

acosijamos
we harass- we accuse legislators of the reforms made to the planned regime

acosijan
acosijan-refers to the expression : tighten, harass,

acosijar
harass-squeeze, accuse-                                                       

acosijará
will harass-accuse lawmakers of reforms to the planned regime

acosijarán
will harass-accuse lawmakers of reforms to the planned regime

acosijarás
you will harass-accuse lawmakers of reforms to the planned regime

acosijaremos
we will harass-accuse legislators of the reforms made to the planned regime

acosijaré
I will harass-accuse legislators of the reforms made to the planned regime

acosijaréis
you will harass-accuse lawmakers of the reforms made to the planned regime



acosijaría
would harass-accuse lawmakers of reforms to the planned regime

acosijaríais
would harass-accuse lawmakers for reforms to the planned regime

acosijaríamos
we would harass-accuse lawmakers of reforms to the planned regime

acosijarían
would harass-accuse lawmakers of reforms to the planned regime

acosijarías
would harass-accuse lawmakers of reforms to the planned regime

acosijaron
legislators were accused of reforms to the planned regime

acosijas
harassment - accuses lawmakers of reforms to the planned regime

acosijaste
harassed-accused the legislators of the reforms made to the planned regime.

acosijasteis
harassment-accused lawmakers of reforms to the planned regime

acosijábamos
we were harassing-referring to the expression accused legislators of the reforms made to the planned regime

acosijáis
you harass the legislators for the reforms made to the planned regime

acosijás
legislators are accused of reforms to the planned regime

acosije
acosije-accuses legislators of reforms to the planned regime

acosijen
legislators are accused of reforms to the planned regime.



acosijes
perhaps, the legislators are accused of the reforms made to the planned regime.

acosijé
acosijé-accuse legislators of the reforms made to the planned regime

acosijo
referred to the expression: it accuses legislators of the reforms made to the planned regime.

acosijó
accused legislators of the reforms made to the planned regime.

acosmio
acosmio-refers to the expression : legume plant with calyx teeth shorter than the tube and the embryo with the curved
rejo, is also known as the bed-

acosmismo
acosmism- refers to the expression : name of the Espinosa Philosopher's System which denies the existence of the
world as an independent reality.

acosonantar
aconsonantar-refers to the expression : rhyme with conlauste the verses of a poem-

acosó
harassed - refers to the expression: pursued without giving Truce to person or animal -

acostadura
to sleep-refers to the expression : the action of lying in bed-

acostambo
Acostambo-refers to the expression : district of Peru, in the province of Tayacaja-

acostamientos
lying-belonging to the expression: stipend, remuneration, salary-

acostar
lie - is, figuratively, of: adhere to an opinion, opinion, etc -

acostarán
they will lie down-refers to the expression: they will throw someone in bed to sleep or rest

acostaremos



we'll lie down- it refers to the expression: we'll throw someone in bed to sleep or rest

acostaron
They laid down--referring to the expression: they threw someone into the bed to sleep or rest--

acostaste
You acostaste - it refers to the expression: cast someone in bed so you sleep or rest -

acostó
slept - it refers to the expression: cast someone in bed so you sleep or rest -

acostumbra
customary – refers to the expression: have habit of something -

acostumbraba
I used - it refers to the expression: had the habit of something -

acostumbraban
used to refer to the expression: they had a habit of something-

acostumbran
they are usually - it refers to the expression: have habit of something -

acostumbraría
It used - it refers to the expression: have habit of something -

acostumbraríamos
we would get used to-it refers to the expression: we would have a habit of something-

acostumbrarían
accustomed to-refers to the expression: they would have a habit of something-

acostumbrarías
Accustomed--refers to the expression: you would have a habit of something--

acostumbremos
We get used - it refers to the expression: have habit of something -

acotación
Dimensioning - refers to Commission and effect of narrow -



acotadamente
narrowly-refers to the expression: with narrow-

acotamientos
dimensioning-belonging to the expression: action and effect of dimensioning

acotango
Acotango-refers to the expression : hill of the Andes mountain range of 6000 m high-

acotar
dimension - it refers to the expression: put notes on the sidelines of a writing -

acotas
acotos-belonging to a type of animal fertilizer with which it is smoked into a newly planted field

acotejos
acotejos-belonging to the expression: management, accommodation -

acotiana
acotlana- member of a tribe of Amerindians who inhabited the territory of the current state of Chihuahua, in Mexico.  . 

acotiledóneos
acotiledoneos-pertenecientes alnombre of one of the two major types that has been divided the plant Kingdom -

acotillo
acotillo-refers to a kind of thick, heavy hammer used in metallurgy-

acotillos
acotillos-from thick almartillo blacksmiths - used

acotilóforo
acotilophore-it is said of the worm that lacks a trumpet-

acotilóforos
acotilophores-it is said of the worm that it lacks a trumpet-

acotlanas
Acotlanas-refers to a certain tribe of Amerindians who inhabited the territory of the current state of Chihuahua, in
Mexico. 

acoto
acoto-refers to a certain type of animal fertilizer with which it is smoked to a newly sown field



acotos
acotos-owned animal alabono placed in newly seeded land-

acoyapa
Acoyapa-refers to unalocalidad of the Republic of Nicaragua-

acoyte
Acoyte-refers to the province of Salta, in the Republic Argentina - unparaje

acólcetras
acocetras-belonging to the expression : feather or wool mattress, cholera-

acólita
acolyte-refers to the expression : religious who sits as acolyte, helper in religious functions

acólito
acolyte-refers to the expression : clergyman who has received the minor orders, his office is to serve close to the altar-

acólogo
acologist refers to the expression : a person who is a scholar in acology, or who professes

acón
Flat boat used for loading and unloading in the West Indies area. 

acónito
Aconite-it is a perennial herbaceous plant, of the family of the ranunculaceae that can settle the meter and a half of
height, of webbed leaves and blue flowers, grows in the center of Europe, near streams of water, extremely poisonous
and is used in medicine as a sedative-

acónitos
aconites- belonging to a perennial herbaceous plant, of the family of ranunculaceae that can reach one and a half
meters in height, of webbed leaves and blue flowers, grows in central Europe, near streams of water, extremely
poisonous and is used in medicine as a sedative-

acónteo
Acotheo-this is the Latin soldier mentioned in the immortal Aeneid-

acóntido
acontido-refers to the expression : saurio reptile, small head, scaliminous tongue, nasal opening in the center of the
face, very short limbs-

acópico
the acopic-refers to the expression : which serves to stop fatigue-



acótilo
acotilo - refers to the expression: lacking of vertebrae, invertebrate -

acr
ACR-Refers to the acronym for the Central Artery of the Retina-

acracna
acracna-refers to the expression : plant that at the base has a bidentada-

acradenia
acradenia-refers to the expression : shrub of white flowers without smell-

acradenias
acradenias-belonging to a shrub of odorless white flowers, originating in the Tasmanian region of

acrandra
acrandra-refers to the expression : genus of plants in the family of mirtáceas-

acrandras
acrandras-belonging to the genus of plants in the mirtáceas-

acranfibriada
acranfibriada-se says of terminal peripheral growth plants

acranfibriadas
acranfibriadas-it is said of certain types of plants that have a terminal peripheral growth-

acranfibrio
acranfibrio-this is a name formerly used to designate a dicotyledonous vegetable       

acranfibrios
acranfibrios-belonging to a name formerly used to designate a dicotyledonous vegetable       

acranio
acranium-refers to the expression : small cephalogards, elongated, transparent, compressed, and sharpened at its two
ends, with a long dorsal fin-

acrantero
acrantero-it is a hairy shrub, with long, petiole and opposite leaves and blue flowers with

acranteros
rants-belonging to the hairy shrub, with long, petiole and opposite leaves and blue flowers with ribs-



acras
belonging to a variety or species wild deperal-

acratos
referred to the expression: hero of Greece, who was worshipped in the Area of Attica-

acratófilo
aratophilic-refers to the expression: person who likes pure wine-

acratófilos
acratophiles-belonging to the person who likes pure wine-

acratóforo
acratophore-refers to the expression : between the Greeks and Romans, vase or large cube intended to contain pure
wine-

acratóforos
acratophores-belonging to the vase or large cube intended to contain pure wine, used by ancient Greeks and Romans-

acrática
acratic-refers to the expression : From the acracy or the acrates, or relating to them,

acrea
acrea-genus of insects of the order of the daytime Lepidoptera, typical of the tropics-

acrea-
Acrea-refers to the daughter of the Argive river god Asterion, who along with her sisters Prosimna and Euboea raised
the Goddess Hera-

acreas
acreas-belonging to a genus of insects of the order of the lepidoptera diurnos, typical of the tropics-

acrebite
acrebite-name with which some collectivities of the Middle Ages, designated the sulphur-

acrebites
acrebit-belonging to the expression : alcrebite , sulphur-

acrecen
acrecen-refers to the expression : increase, they do more something-

acrecencia



accretion-it is said of the goods that are acquired due to the renunciation or session of rights, of some participant in a
certain inheritance, 

acrecencias
atcreces-belonging to the expression: increased

acrecentaba
increase-referring to the expression: increased the size, quantity or importance of something-

acrecentaban
Increased--refers to the expression: they increased the size, quantity, or importance of something--

acrecentadamente
increasingly-refers to the expression: with increased

acrecentadizo
acrecentadizo-refers to the expression: it can be easily increased-

acrecentadizos
accretion-belonging to the expression : which can be easily increased-

acrecentado
acreed-refers to the expression: shoots that are produced by the roots of the trees-

acrecentadoras
increase-in-expression: that increases

acrecentamos
we increase-refers to the expression: we increase the size, quantity or importance of something

acrecentaron
increase-refers to the expression: increased the size, quantity or importance of something-

acrecentaste
increased-refers to the expression: you increased the size, quantity or importance of something

acrecentábamos
We increased-refers to the expression: we increased the size, quantity or importance of something-

acrecenté
increase-refers to the expression: I increased the size, quantity or importance of something-



acrecentó
increase-refers to the expression: increased the size, quantity or importance of something-

acrecienta
acrecienta-refers to the expression: it increases the size, quantity or importance of something

acrecientas
acrecientas-refers to the expression: you increase the size, quantity or importance of something

acreciento
I increases - it refers to the expression: increase the size, quantity, or the importance of something -

acrecimientos
increase- belonging to the expression: action and effect of acreation, acrec-

acreciones
acreciones-belonging to the action or effect of: '' increase, increase, doing more, quantity or size ''-

acreción
specifiction-refers to the expression : growth by juxtaposition of the calculated concretions, that is, there is an increase in
size by addition of external materials, such as sediments that are incorporated into a

acredita
it certifies-refers to the expression: it gives credibility to something, it demonstrates its authenticity-

acreditaban
accreditation-referring to the expression: they gave credibility to something, demonstrated their authenticity

acreditaciones
accreditations belonging to the expression: certification, by means of a document, that a person has the necessary
powers to carry out a task

acreditadamente
it is proven to refer to the expression: in an accredited way,

acreditadores
accreditors-belonging to the expression: that accredits

acreditados
accredited-belonging to the expression : It has credit or reputation : -

acreditamos



we credit-refers to the expression : we give credibility to something, we demonstrate its authenticity-

acreditarás
You acreditarás - it refers to the expression: to give credibility to something, you will prove its authenticity -

acreditaremos
We will credit - refers to the credibility to something expresiondaremos, we will show its authenticity-

acreditaré
I will certify-it refers to the expression: I'll give credibility to something, I'll demonstrate its authenticity-

acreditaron
credit-referring to the expression: they gave credibility to something, demonstrated their authenticity

acreditas
you demonstrate that social security - refers to the expression: you give credibility to something, you prove your
authenticity -

acreditaste
you-referred to the expression: you gave credibility to something, you showed its authenticity.

acreditábamos
we credited-refers to the expression: we gave credibility to something, we showed its authenticity

acredité
acredité-refers to the expression : give credibility to something, I demonstrated its authenticity-

acredito
Acredit-refers to the expression: I give credibility to something, I demonstrate its authenticity-

acreedoras
creditor = ( it is said - of the ) who have or poseenderecho to be fulfilled them a debt.-

acreedores
creditors = ( it is said - of the ) who have or poseenderecho to request or claim payment.

acreedores
It is said of those who tienenmeritos for one thing.

acreencias
to the expression: debt that one has in his favour-



acreerán
acreerán-refers to the expression: they will borrow on or without garments

acremente
acremented-refers to the expression : sourly, harshly,

acremoneo
acremoneo-refers to the expression : fungi whose spouses are located in the limbs of the filaments, which are finite,
branched and with partitions-

acremonio
accretion-it is said of a certain type of fungus that is typical of humid environments-             

acremonios
accremoniums-belonging to a certain type of fungus typical of humid environments-             

acres
acres- belonging to the measure of English agricultural area.  equivalent to 40 areas and 47 centi-

acrescencia
acresccencia-refers to the expression : growth of plants after flowering :

acrescente
acrescent-part of the flower growing out of the ovary, after fertilization occurs-

acrescentes
refers to the (calyx and Corolla) organs that continue to grow after formed flowers -

acrianzan
arianzan-refers to the expression : edu-

acribadores
acribadores-belonging to the expression : that it writes, cleans the dirt of the grain or seed by sieve or ced-

acribillar
to bluson-refers to the expression : Making many wounds or stings on a person or an animal-

acribología
acribologia - refers to the expression: property in employment and choice of words and the purity of the style -

acribologías
acribologies-belonging to property in the use and choice of words and in the purity of style-



acribómetro
acribometer-refers to the expression : instrument used to measure small objects-

acridiano
acridian-refers to the expression: relative to or belonging to a family of insects, acridideo-

acridio
refers to the expression : jumping insects of the acrid family, to which lobster and other species belong-

acridófago
acridophate-refers to the expression: it feeds on locusts-

acridófagos
acrophages-belonging to individuals that feed on locusts or acrylics, variety of insects-                                     

acriflavina
acriflavin-refers to the expression: antiseptic derived from coal tar-

acriflavinas
acriflavinas-belonging derived from coal-tar - alantiseptico

acrifolio
acrifolio-refers to the expression : plants that have the leaves similar to the saws of the lobster's legs-

acrilinas
belonging to the colorless synthetic resin-

acrimina
acrimina-refers to the expression: accuse of a crime or crime-

acriminaban
acriminaban-refers to the expression: they accused someone of a crime or crime

acriminabas
acrimination-refers to the expression : accusations of a crime or crime of someone-

acriminable
acriminable-refers to the expression: that one can or deserves to be acriminate-

acriminaciones
acriminations belonging to the expression: action tocrimin, accuse of a crime-



acriminadores
tocriminators: to the term: it criticizes, accuses of a crime-

acriminamos
acriminal-refers to the expression: we accuse of a crime or crime-

acriminan
acriminan-refers to the term : accuse of a crime or crime

acriminar
acriminar - refers to the expression: accused of an offence or crime, harmless or lack serious -

acriminarán
Acriminarán-refers to the expression: they will accuse of a crime or crime-

acriminaron
acriminate-refers to the expression: they accused of a crime or crime

acriminas
acriminas-refers to the expression: you accuse of a crime or crime-

acriminábamos
acriminated-refers to the expression: we accused ourselves of a crime or a crime

acriminé
acriminé-refers to the expression: I accused someone of a crime or crime

acrimino
I acrimino - refers to the expression: accused of an offence or crime -

acrimonia
It is said the quality / quality or condition ofacre or spicy, especially to taste or smell -

acrimonial
acrimonial-relative or belonging to acrimony, acidic and sarcastic use of language among people-

acrimonias
acrimony-belonging to the expression : open-up, acrimony in genius or treatment-

acrimoniosa
acrimonious-refers to the object, entity or thing acre, rough, full of acrimony-



acrimonioso
acrimonious-refers to the punced, rough, full of acrimony-                                        

acriolladas
acriolladas-belonging to expressions that are typical of the Creole-

acriollamos
ariollamos-refers to the expression : We acquire foreigners the cultural customs of the Spanish-American country in
which we live

acriopsis
acriopsis-refers to the expression : a certain genus of orchids that have flowers in panicles-

acripenne
refers to the expression: birds that have the feathers finished in tip-

acris
acris-refers to the expression : species of small batracians that are distinguished by having no swimming membrane on
the front legs-

acrisio
character = grandfather of Perseus, in Greek mythology Roman.

acrisola
purifies - refers to the expression: purifies in the crucible to metals -

acrisolaba
It acrisolaba - it refers to the expression: purified metals - in the Crucible

acrisolabas
You acrisolabas - it refers to the expression: purificabas metals - in the Crucible

acrisolación
acrisolation-refers to the expression: action of acrisolar-

acrisoladores
acrisolators-belonging to the expression : that acrisola-

acrisolan
They acrisolan - refers to the expression: purify metals - in the Crucible

acrisolar



acrisolar - refers to the expression: clarify something through testimony or evidence -

acrisolaré
Acrisolaré-refers to the expression: I will purify in the crucible the metals-

acrisolaría
acrimonition-refers to the expression: it would purify metals in the crucible.

acrisolarían
would scrimel-refer to the expression: they would purify metals in the crucible.

acrisolaron
they finalized - it refers to the expression: purified metals - in the Crucible

acrisolaste
You acrisolaste - it refers to the expression: purificaste metals - in the Crucible

acrisolás
You acrisolás - it refers to the expression: purificas metals - in the Crucible

acrisolo
I acrisolo - refers to the expression: run in the Crucible metals -

acrisoló
It created - it refers to the expression: purified metals - in the Crucible

acristala
acristala - refers to the expression: put crystals in an opening to close -

acristalaba
It acristalaba - it refers to the expression: put crystals in an opening to close -

acristalabas
You acristalabas - it refers to the expression: put crystals in an opening to close -

acristaladas
glazed-belonging to the expression : it has crystals-

acristalamiento
glazing refers to the expression: placing crystals in an opening to close it



acristalamos
We glaze - it refers to the expression: put crystals in an opening to close -

acristalan
They glazed - refers to the expression: put crystals in an opening to close -

acristalaré
Acristalaré-refers to the expression: I will put crystals in an opening to close it-

acristalaría
glazing-refers to the expression: it would put crystals in an opening to close it

acristalarían
glass glazing refers to the expression: they would put crystals in an opening to close it

acristalaron
They acristalaron - refers to the expression: put crystals in an opening to close -

acristalas
You acristalas - it refers to the expression: put crystals in an opening to close -

acristalaste
You acristalaste - it refers to the expression: put crystals in an opening to close -

acristalo
I acristalo - refers to the expression: put crystals in an opening to close -

acristaló
It acristaló - it refers to the expression: put crystals in an opening to close -

acristiana
acristiana - refers to the expression: make a person - Christian

acristianaba
It acristianaba - it refers to the expression: did Christian to a person -

acristianabas
You acristianabas - it refers to the expression: did Christian to a person -

acristianados
glazed-belonging to the expression: a person who was employed in the Christian's own works



acristianamos
We acristianamos - refers to the expression: make a Christian a person -

acristianan
They acristianan - refers to the expression: make a Christian a person -

acristianaré
Acristianaré-refers to the expression: I will make a Christian a person-

acristianaría
AChristian-refers to the expression: it would make a person a Christian

acristianarían
AChristian-refers to the expression: they would make a person a Christian

acristianaron
They acristianaron - refers to the expression: did Christian to a person -

acristianas
You acristianas - it refers to the expression: Christian beams to a person -

acristianaste
You acristianaste - it refers to the expression: did Christian to a person -

acristiano
I acristiano - refers to the expression: do Christian to a person -

acristianó
It acristianó - it refers to the expression: did Christian to a person -

acritud
It is said the quality / quality or condition ofacre or spicy, especially to taste or smell -

acriviola
acriviola-refers to the expression : name that is vulgarly given to the plant called capuchin-

acrídido
acrylic-jumping insect with highly developed hind legs and an extraordinary jumping ability, with some species
considered to be the most voracious pests, such as locusts and tucuras. 

acrídidos
acrylics-belonging to the expression : jumping orthoptera insects with short antennae and only three artfuls in the tarsos



acrílicas
acrylics-belonging to the expression : fiber or plastic material obtained by polymerization of acrylic acid or its derivatives-

acro
acro-refers to the expression : prefix meaning '' located at the end point or higher-

acroa
acroa-member of a tribe of Amerindians inhabiting the banks of the Balsas River, Brazil, of the Tapuya group-

acroagnosis
acroagnosis - refers to laausencia of the sensation of perception in a Member -

acroama
acroama-refers to the expression: musical performances that peddled the intervals during certain types of shows-

acroamático
acroamatic-teaching system by making narrations, speeches or explanations heard, without making the student read the
written text-

acroamáticos
acroamatic-belonging to the expression: way of teaching through speeches, narratives or explanations-

acroas
acroas-tribe of Amerindians that inhabit the banks of the Balsas River, Brazil, of the Tapuya-

acrobacia
acrobatics-refers to the expression: in one of its meanings, any of the spectacular maneuvers or exercises performed by
an aviator in the air-

acrobalista
acrobalist-refers to the expression : light soldier of the Greek army-

acrobapto
acrobapto-refers to the expression : birds that have a brown spot on the tip of the wings-

acrobatismos
acrobatisms-belonging to the expression : exercise and profession of acrobat-acrobatisms are disciplines that participate
in the Olympic Games-

acrobáticos
acrobatics-belonging to the expression : From acrobatics or acrobats, or relating to them,



acroblasto
acroblasto-refers to the expression : fungus that has a papilla at its apex through which the cell tube is seen to come out
during germination-

acrocárpeo
acrocárpeo-refers to the expression : cryptogamous plants that are characterized by having the capsule at the end of the
stem-

acrocefalia
arocefalia-refers to the expression : Congenital malformation of the skull in which the premature closure of the sutures of
the cranial bones, narrows and raises the head as a con-

acrocenaunios
acrocenaunios-refers to the expression : ancient name of an Epirus mountain range, region of the Balkan peninsula-

acrocéfalo
acrocephalyl-refers to the expression : in one of its meanings, ntirrostro bird of melodious singing, brownish back,
yellowish belly and dark green spotted or scratched wings-

acrocianosis
acrocianosis-refers to the expression : limb cyanosis observed in the course of certain diseases-

acrocordo
acrocord-refers to the expression : type of harmless snake-

acrocorinto
acrocorinto-refers to the expression : rocky elevation located next to the ancient city of Corinth (Greece), used as an
acropolis in antiquity and the Middle Ages.

acrocórdido
acrocórdid-refers to certain types of amphibious reptiles -

acrocórdidos
acrocordids-belonging to the expression : certain types of amphibious reptiles -

acrodiclidio
acrodiclcide-refers to the expression : plant species of the family of lauraceae-

acrodonte
acrodonte-refers to the expression: how the teeth of reptiles are arranged

acrodrio
acrodrio-refers to the expression : acrodrion, rubia-



acrodrión
acrodrion-refers to the expression : a genus of plants in the family of rubia-

acroesclerosis
acrosclerosis - refers to the expression: type or variety of acroscleriasis, condition that affects the distal parts of the
extremities of human -

acrofobias
acrophobias-belonging to expression: fear or vertigo of heights-the

acrogamia
acrogamy-refers to the expression : fertilization in which the polynic tube penetrates through the apical part of the
seminal primordium-

acrogiro
acrogiro-refers to the expression : type of fern whose fruit is similar or similar to a ring or crown-

acrogiros
acrogiros-owned alhelecho whose fruit is such or similar to a ring or Crown-

acrografía
acrograph-refers to the expression: art of engraving by means of strong water or acid-

acromáticos
acroamatic-belonging to the teaching method by making narrations, speeches or explanations heard, without making the
student read the written text-

acromial
acromial-refers to the expression : belonging to or relating to the acromion-

acromiales
acromiales-pertenecientes to the expression: belonging or pertaining to the acromion -

acromiano
acromiano: relative or perten. to/el-la /-the: ACROMION process of the scapula.

acromio
acromium-refers to the expression : lateral extension of the scapular spine that forms the highest point of the shoulder
and is articulated with the collarbone-

acromiones
acromiones-belonging to the upper portion elongated and flattened the scapula, extending from the shoulder joint-



acromía
acromy-refers to the expression : disorder of skin pigmentation which results in a white spot. -

acronicto
acronicto - refers to an ancient expression, birth and twilight of a star when it is born and it is at the same time that it is
born or sunset - the word acronicto is used within astronomy -

acronimias
acronimias-belonging to the expression : procedure for the formation of acronyms-

acronizoico
acronizoic-refers to the expression : medicine that breaks down shortly after preparation, modifying its properties-

acronizoicos
acronizoicos - owned almedicamento which decomposes to the short time of preparation, modifying its
properties-acronizoicos, it is a word that is used in pharmacology-

acronías
orquidacea unaplanta ending in a spike of flowers large and purple - from-acronias

acroníctido
acropanimid-refers to a type of bare-eyed night butterflies, rounded, hairy thorax and also hairy legs

acroníctidos
acronictidos-belonging to lasmariposas night of naked eyes, round and hairy chest and legs also hairy-

acronoto
acronoto-refers to the expression : a certain species of antelope-

acronotos
acronotos-belonging hits kind of antelope-

acropaquia
clubbing - referred to the extremities of the fingers or phalanges painless alagrandamiento -

acropatología
acropathology-refers to the expression : pathology of the limbs of the human being-

acropinacona
acropinecona-refers to the expression : chemical body obtained by reducing acrolein, in ethereal or alcoholic dissolution,
by zinc and hydrochloric acid-



acropinaconas
acropinaconas-belonging to the body obtained by reducing the Acrolein in Ethereal or alcoholic solution by zinc and
hydrochloric acid-

acropodio
acropodium-refers to the expression : square that serves as the basis or foot to the marble sculptures-

acroquema
acroquema-refers to the expression : plant of the orchid type, whose flowers are presented in radical clusters-

acrosofía
acrophysosophy-refers to the expression: wisdom that belongs exclusively to God-

acrosport
acrosport - refers to a type of acrobatic degimnasia being a discipline practiced by couples, which can be mixed -

acrosticáceo
acrosticacean-refers to the expression : polypodacean ferns that have sporangia cover the lower face or part of it-

acrostiquia
acrostiquia-refers to the expression : art of composing acrostics-the acrostiquia had great development in Spain and
France-

acrostolio
acrostolylium-refers to the expression : spur that was placed on the old ships-

acrotera
acrotherame-refers to the expression : cross in which the sprocket or the cruise vault is topped, in some churches-

acroterios
acroterias-belonging to the expression : backsty on the cornisings, made to hide the height of the roof-

acrotermo
acratothermo-it is said from the spring from which very hot waters arise-

acrotismo
teracy-refers to the expression: enquiry of the first causes-

acrotomeli
acratomeli-refers to the expression: wine mixed with honey-

acrototermos



acratotherms-belonging to the springs from which very hot waters arise-

acróbata
acrobat-refers to the expression: in one of its meanings, to the turdid bird of the family of the dentistro-

acrócomo
arocomo- refers to the expression: individual of some peoples who once inhabited the Thrace-

acrófalo
aphrophalo-refers to the expression : variety or type of insects-

acrógeno
acrogenous-refers to the expression : acotiledonous , in botany-

acrólito
acryte-refers to the expression : wooden or bronze sculpture whose limbs are marble-

acrón
Acronym refers to the expression : king of the Cecineos, people of ancient Rome and who were killed by Romulus
during the war that followed the abduction of the know-

acrónicos
ironic-belonging to the expression: star that is born when the sun sets, or disappears at the birth of this

acrónimos
acronyms belonging to the expression : word formed by the initials, and sometimes by more letters, of other words-

acrópeto
says growth it occurs from base to Apex, in Botany-

acrópetos
acropets-belonging to the expression: growth of plant organs in the direction of the base towards the apex-

acrópolis de atenas
Acropolis of Athens-refers to the expression : famous citadel of Athens, located on a rock 70 m high-

acrósticas
arotic-belonging to the expression : poetic composition whose initial letters, means or end of the verses form a word or a
phrase-

acrótera
acroterion - is any area of stands that serve as a shot in the fontones; the first Greek structures represented volutes and



vegetal motifs and mythological figures - were subsequently added

acrótona
spikelet pluriflora grass with antecios fertile at the apex and sterile in the base-

acrótonas
refers to spikelet pluriflora grass with fertile at the apex and sterile in the base - antecios

acsa
acsa-measure of ancient capacity or volume, equivalent to 0, 44 liters, which was used by Hebrews and Phoenicians-

acsac
acsac-refers to the expression : measure of ancient capacity, used by Egyptians and Greeks-

acso
acso-se refers to the expression : species of bayette saya-

acta de navegación
Navigation Act - refers to each one of the acts enacted in England in the 16th century to protect the trade-

acta est fabula
ACTA est fabula-voice over Latin which means: '' The 39 show is over; - they were the last words of the Emperor
Augustus-

acta sanctórum
ACTA Sanctorum-is concerned with collection by Juan Bolando, Belgian Jesuit, and his disciples -

acta única
Act is unique-concerns altratado signed on 17 February 1986 by the then 12 members of the community

actancial
actancial - refers to the expression: the realisation or relative to it -

actante
actant - refers to the expression: in the narrative theory of Greimas, character or be it plays some role, as formal
abstraction, within the narrative -

actea
Actea-refers to the expression : name of one of the fifty Danaides, in Greek-Roman mythology-

acteas
.  vegetable in their structures or forms are, semejantes-parecidos - similaresal elderberry



acteas-
acteas-belonging to a herbaceous plant species of the Capriofoliaceae family, native to southern and central Europe and
Southeast Asia.  generic name Sambucus ebulus, which could reach 2 to 5m tall, erect stems, usually without branches,
with opposite leaves of dark green color and strong smell, white or pink flowers, with a small, dark and very toxic fruit; It
is used in medicine for its cardiotonic, sudorific, diuretic and laxative properties.

acteografía
acteography-refers to the expression : specification of the weights of a given system of measures-

acteopan
Acteopan-refers to a municipality of the Republic of Mexico-

acteógrafo
actegraph-refers to the expression : in laboratories it classifies and describes the different weights-

actimo
Actimo - refers to old, equivalent to tenth of point - measurement

actina
actin - refers to globular unaproteina present in all cells of the human body -

actinauta
actinauta-refers to a type of vessel governed remotely by electricity that acts by hercian waves-

actinautas
active-belonging to a remotely governable vessel by electricity acting by hercian waves-

actinismos
actinismos-belonging to the chemical action of light radiation-

actinolita
actinolite - referred to in almineral found in metamorphic rocks, mostly of intrusive igneous rocks near halos -

actinomicetas
Actinomycetes - refers to a class of bacteria responsible for a certain amount of cutaneous, osseous and visceral
infections-

actinomorfas
refers to flowers with more than one plane of symmetry, i.e., with radiated symmetries.

actinomorfas
refers to lasflores with more than one plane of symmetry, i.e., with radiated symmetries.



actio in rem verso
Actio in rem verso - refers to Latin unalocucion, translated to the Spanish, it means "refund action"-

actitudinal
attitudinal: relative or perten. to/el-la /-the: attitude

activa
Active - it refers to the expression: sets in motion a mechanism -

activador
Activator - regards, in pharmacy, the drug that increases the level of activity in the treatment of depression -

activar
activate - it refers to the expression: give a substance of radioactive properties -

activaré
I activate - it refers to the expression: put in place a mechanism -

actividad de superficie
activity of surface - refers to lainfluencia of certain substances on the surface tension of liquids-

actividad económica
economic activity - refers to part of the human activity dedicated to the production of goods and services - the term
economic activity is used within the economy -

actividad óptica
optical activity - refers to the property of certain organic compounds to rotate the plane of polarized light vibration at a
certain angle, either to the left: l, or to the right: detrogiros -

actividad radiomimética
activity radiomimetica - refers to certain substances, similar to the radiation of losefectos, produced on living beings-

actividad residual
residual activity - refers to the quepermanece in a nuclear reactor after stopping its operation -

actividad solar
solar activity - referred to in alconjunto of phenomena that manifest themselves in certain regions of the Sun following
approximately a cycle of 11 years: spots, bumps, rashes, etc -

actividades de verificación
Verification activities = is the inspection, testing and control related to environmental management.



actínidos
actinide-belonging to lospolipos of foot discoid and simple tentacles, in zoology -

acto de conciliación
Act of conciliation - refers to lacomplacencia of the parts desavenidas to the judge to see if they can agree-

acto fallido
Failed act-refers to the expression : denomination that extends to any error or lapses usually taking into account
distraction or inattention-

acto linguístico
linguistic Act - refers to basic or minimal form of communication-

actor
character, grandfather of = Patroclo in mythology greco - Roman

actos
acts-belonging to the action or result do-

actos elícitos
refers to the completely voluntary acts, in philosophy.

actóbe
Actobe-refers to the expression: city that formerly was known with the name of Aktiubinsk -

actuaba
acting-refers to the expression: he played a role in a play in a play, cinematographic, radio or television.

actuaban
acted - it refers to the expression: interpreting a role in a theatrical, film, radio or television work. -

actuabas
You actuabas - it refers to the expression: interpretabas a role in a theatrical, film, radio or television work. -

actualizar
update - it refers to the expression: have to day, data, standards, prices, rents, wages, etc.

actualizas
update - it refers to the expression: do something – current update computer equipment of the company -

actualizábamos
We mejorábamos - refers to the expression: did anything - current



actualizáis
actualizáis - refers to the expression: do something – current

actualizo
update - it refers to the expression: do something – current

actuar
Act - refers to the expression: talking about something that is ingested, Digest, absorb, assimilate -

actuará
Act - refers to the expression: play a role in a theatrical, film, radio or television work.

actuarán
acting-refers to the expression: they will play a role in a play, film, radio or television.

actuaremos
we will act-refers to the expression : we will play a role in a play in a play, cinematographic, radio or television. -

actuaré
I will act - refers to the expression: try a role in a theatrical, film, radio or television work.

actuaria
actuary-refers to a rowing and sailing vessel, extremely fast, used in calm waters by the ancient Romans-    

actuarias
actuaries-belonging to a rowing and sailing vessel, extremely fast, used in calm waters by the ancient Romans-   

actuaría
It would act-it refers to the expression: it would play a role in a theatrical, cinematographic, radio or television play.

actuaríais
actuariaisse refers to the expression: interpretaríais a role in a theatrical, film, radio or television work. -

actuaron
Acted--refers to the expression: they interpreted a role in a theatrical, cinematographic, radio or television play--

actuaste
you acted – refers to the expression: interpretaste a role in a theatrical, film, radio or television work.

actuábamos
We acted - it refers to the expression: can a role in a theatrical, film, radio or television work.



actué
I acted - it refers to the expression: performed a role in a theatrical, film, radio or television work.

actuó
acted - it refers to the expression: played a role in a theatrical, film, radio or television work.

acturiola
acturiola-name granted in the past to any ship very light-

acturiolas
actriolas-belonging to the name formerly given to any ship very light-

actúa-
acts - refers to the expression: plays a role in a theatrical, film, radio or television work -

actúan
Act - refers to the expression: play a role in a theatrical, film, radio or television work. -

actúas
You Act - refers to the expression: interpret a role in a theatrical, film, radio or television work.

actúo
I Act - refers to the expression: play a role in a theatrical, film, radio or television work.

acuaciclo
Aqueclo-it is a pleasure boat consisting of two floats and is driven by pedals. 

acuaciclos
aquacycles-belonging to a pleasure boat consisting of two floats and is driven by pedals. 

acuacita
aquacyte-amarizates the seaplane normally, despite the strong storm-

acuacitaba
quathite-tied the seaplane normally, despite the strong storm-

acuacitabais
aquacytosis-amarizabaisthe seaplane normally, despite the strong storm-

acuacitaban
they quathite- tied up the seaplane normally, despite the strong storm-



acuacitabas
aquacytes-amarizabasel seaplane normally, despite the strong storm-

acuacitamos
we quacitate-love the seaplane normally, despite the strong storm-

acuacitan
aquacyan-amarizan-the seaplane normally, despite the strong storm-

acuacitar
aqueitar-action carried out by a seaplane when descending and perching on the sea-

acuacitará
will quacitate-love the seaplane normally, despite the strong storm-

acuacitarán
will quatern-love the seaplane normally, despite the strong storm-

acuacitarás
you'll quaite- you'll tie up the seaplane normally, despite the strong storm-

acuacitaremos
we will quasit-love the seaplane normally, despite the strong storm-

acuacitaré
I will aquacitate-love the seaplane normally, despite the strong storm-

acuacitaréis
you will quacitate-love the seaplane normally, despite the strong storm-

acuacitaría
would tie up the seaplane normally, despite the heavy storm-

acuacitaríais
aquacythite- you would love the seaplane normally, despite the strong storm-

acuacitaríamos
we would quacious-I think we would tie up the seaplane normally, despite the strong storm-

acuacitarían
would quatern-love the seaplane normally, despite the strong storm-



acuacitarías
aquacythites-I think you'd tie up the seaplane normally, despite the strong storm-

acuacitaron
quathite-tied the seaplane normally, despite the strong storm-

acuacitas
aquacytes-amarizasthe seaplane normally, despite the strong storm-

acuacitaste
aquacyte-amarizastethe seaplane normally, despite the strong storm-

acuacitasteis
aquacytosis -- refers to : mooringsthe seaplane normally, despite the strong storm-

acuacitábamos
we quacious-tied the seaplane normally, despite the strong storm-

acuacitáis
aquacyte-love the seaplane normally, despite the strong storm-

acuacitás
aquacytta-amarizásthe seaplane normally, despite the strong storm-

acuacite
queacite-perhaps, moor the seaplane normally, despite the strong storm-

acuacites
perhaps, tie up the seaplane normally, despite the strong storm-

acuacité
I agreed to the seaplane normally, despite the severe storm-

acuacito
aquacyte- refers to the expression : mooringthe seaplane normally, despite the strong storm-

acuacitó
he acknowledged- refers to the expression: he normally moored the seaplane, despite the strong storm-

acuamotor
Aquamotor-Machine that harnesses the force of the waves to propel a boat. -



acuamotores
Aquamotors-belonging to the machine that takes advantage of the force of the waves to propel the boat. 

acuario
Aquarium- constellation located in the cosmic areaZodiacal-   

acuate
acuate - refers to the expression: large aquatic snake species and poison -

acuáticas
refers to grateful that meet their life cycle under water or on its surface-

acuáticas
refers to grateful that meet their life cycle under water or on its surface-

acudiciar
acudiciar - refers to the expression: want something vehemently -

acudir
go - refers to the expression: resorting to someone or make use of it. -

acuernan
They acuernan - refers to the Gore expresiondan, they acornean-

acuerpad
agreer-refers to the expression: support a particular idea or initiative-


